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Fabrication of coupled quantum dots for multiport access
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We introduce a versatile two-step electron-beam fabrication technique for defining multiport
quantum dots in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures in close vicinity. Capacitive coupling of the two
quantum dots is directly tuned electrostatically via two central gates. Parallel access is realized by
patterning source and drain contact regions of both dots with an additional spacer layer.
Conductance measurements give evidence of both the continuous wide-range tunability of the dots
and parallel access to the circuit. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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Single electron effects such as Coulomb blockade w
first detected on metal grains in 1951,1 followed by corre-
sponding measurements on superconducting particles
1968.2 Only in 1987 metal islands were lithographical
defined3 spurring experimental work on mesoscopic syste
such as quantum point contacts4,5 and quantum dots in GaAs
AlGaAs heterostructures.6 Starting from Coulomb blockade
in single quantum dots,7 the combination of two capacitively
coupled dots8 allows us to investigate the electron–electr
interaction in these few-electron systems. Recently, ra
strong capacitive coupling was shown for lateral quant
dots by using a mediating metal film on the surface of
host semiconductor material, apparently increasing the
pacitance between the two lateral quantum dots.9 There, the
dielectric and geometric constants of the interdot mate
determine the capacitance between the two quantum do

Here, we demonstrate a completely tunable method
vary the capacitance between two quantum dots in a w
range. In order to demonstrate this versatile method we
lize a bridging technique for Schottky gates, which was fi
used for parallel quantum point contacts10 and recently intro-
duced on quantum dots for establishing an Aharanov–Bo
interferometer containing two quantum dots.11,12The parallel
access to both dots simultaneously even allows us to p
molecular states within the two quantum dots in a coher
fashion.13

The starting point for lateral quantum dots is
molecular-beam-epitaxy-grown GaAs/AlGaAs heterostr
ture ~modulation doped! with a two-dimensional electron
system~2DES!, which in our case is located 90 nm benea
the surface. The mobility and sheet density of the 2DES
found to be 80 m2/V s and 1.731015 m22 at liquid-helium
temperature. A Hall-bar-shaped mesa is defined using op
lithography and wet chemical etching. Furthermore, Ohm
contacts connecting the 2DES are provided by evapor
AuGeNi pads alloyed at 420 °C. Generally, quantum dots
defined by applying negative voltages to Schottky gates
top of the heterostructure and thus depleting the 2DES
quasi-zero-dimensional electron puddles with diameters

a!Electronic mail: robert@nanomachines.com
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about the Fermi wavelengthlF;50 nm. These so-called
split gates are defined on the Hall mesa using stand
electron-beam lithography with subsequent metallization~3
nm of Ni/Cr and 30 nm of Au!. For the purpose of contactin
these split gates in the experiment, NiCr/Au bond pads
again patterned by optical lithography. All transport measu
ments are carried out in a3He/4He dilution refrigerator at the
base temperature of 100 mK and a similar electron temp
ture in a standard lock-in technique.14

The central part of a typical sample is depicted by t
atomic force microscope picture in Fig. 1~a!. The areas of the
2DES providing two quantum dots are indicated by wh
dashed circles. Most notably, the source/drain contact
gions of the dots are patterned with an additional 45-n
thick spacer from negative resist Calixarene.15,16Gates 1 and
2 are constructed on top of these extra layers~white! finally
forming a true quantum point contact~gray!. Varying the
voltages applied changes the distance between both dots
in turn, allows us to continuously tune the capacitive co
pling of the dots in a wide range, as we will see belo

FIG. 1. ~a! Atomic force micrograph and~b! schematic aerial view of two
quantum dots which are defined in the two-dimensional electron sys
~2DES! of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. By evaporating gold gates
top of the heterostructure~gray! and applying negative voltages to thes
Schottky gates the two quantum dots are formed within the 2DES. In a
tion a dielectric spacer~dark gray! made from negative electron-beam res
Calixarene was deposited at the contact regions of the two quantum
The capacitive coupling can be tuned by varying the voltages on gates 1
2, which define both distance and capacitance between the two qua
dots. Individual source and drain ports of both dots are located beneat
upper and lower Calixarene layer.
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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Analogous to the tips of gates 1 and 2 the entire gates 3
4 are patterned directly on the surface of the heterostruct
which is 45 nm closer to the 2DES than the white areas
gates 1 and 2. In combination to the dielectric constan
Calixarene, this defines a range of gate voltages that on
hand depletes the 2DES beneath gates directly touching
surface of the heterostructure but on the other hand all
electrons to flow below the white parts of gates 1 and 2. T
configuration allows parallel access to both quantum d
QD1 and QD2, as schematically depicted in Fig. 1~b!.

Highlighting the shielding effect of the additional diele
tric layer two conductance traces of gates—with and with
Calixarene—are shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! measured at
zero bias voltage andTbath5600 mK. For bridged gates 1
and 2 we find pinch-off voltages ofV1, 2;20.68 V @see the
triangle in Fig. 2~a!#. This voltage describes the pinch-off fo
electrons flowing in the 2DES below the Calixarene and
white parts of gates 1 and 2 in Fig. 1~a!. For comparison,
Fig. 2~b! depicts a typical conductance voltage characteri
for one of the quantum point contacts connecting the dot
source/drain. As expected for quantum point contacts,
conductance trace exhibits thermally broadened onset
plateaus ate2/h for voltages lower thanVS;20.34 V.

This voltage indicates the formation of one-dimensio
channels within the quantum point contact,4,5 and therefore,
holds as a lower limit for the pinch-off voltage for gate
without Calixarene beneath. The difference of both volta
describes the voltage drop via the Calixarene layerVC

;(V1,22VS)520.34 V. In addition, if we assume that th
component of the displacementDZ5e0e rEz , which is per-
pendicular to the 2DES is constant all over the resist la
and the substrate@e0 ande r are the dielectric~relative! con-
stants andEz is the electric field in the corresponding dire
tion# we can estimate the ratio of the voltage drops across
CalixareneVC and the substrateVS @ see the inset in Fig
2~a!# by

VC

VS
5

zCEC

zSES
5

zCeS

zSeC
, ~1!

wherezC545 nm is the thickness of the Calixarene andzS

590 nm is the depth of the 2DES (eC,S are the relative di-
electric constants of Calixarene and the substrate!. Evaluat-
ing Eq. ~1! we find an estimate for the dielectric constant
Calixarene to beeC57.160.5.

FIG. 2. Conductance–voltage characteristics of gates with~a! and without
~b! the dielectric spacer underneath. Black triangles indicate the pinch
voltages, respectively. Inset: schematic side view for pinch-off voltage in~a!
with voltage drops across the CalixareneVC and the semiconductor hos
materialVS .
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In the following we concentrate on the capacitive co
pling of the two quantum dots. To this end, we model t
electrostatic energy of the double quantum dot by the follo
ing biquadratic form:8,14

Estat5
1
2eNC̃21eN2e (

i 53,4,S,D,0
aiNVi , ~2!

where N5(N1 ,N2) describes the discrete number of ele
trons with chargee on quantum dot 1 and 2.Vi are voltages
on different leads, namely, gates 3 and 4, the source/d
leads and a virtual gate ‘‘0’’ centralizing the sum effect of
background assumed to be constant. The model assume
there is a specific capacitance between each gate and
particular dot. The capacitance themselves appear inai

5(Ci /C1 ,Ci /C2) and translate the voltages applied to t
gates into energy shifts on the dots with corresponding t
capacitancesC1 andC2 . The electrostatic electron–electro
dot interactions are represented by the matrixC̃

C̃5S C1 CDD

CDD C2
D ,

with the interdot capacitanceCDD as the key element.
The effect of a varying interdot capacitance is display

in the phase diagrams of Figs. 3~a!–3~c!, which depict the

ff

FIG. 3. ~a!–~c! Simulated phase diagrams of a double quantum dot follo
ing Eq. ~2! with an increasing interdot capacitance. Black indicates h
electrostatic energy in arbitrary units.~d!–~f! Corresponding conductanc
measurement of a phase diagram of the double quantum dot in Fig.~a!
(white<0 mS<4 mS<black).
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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electrostatic energy with respect toV3 andV4 , numerically,
~a! CDD50 aF, ~b! CDD5217 aF, and~c! CDD5240 aF.17

For a realistic simulation the total dot capacitances are ta
from transport spectroscopy on each individual dot, i.e.,C1

>83 aF andC2>88 aF, which correspond to addition ene
gies of about EC

dot15e2/CS
dot151.93 meV and EC

dot2

51.82 meV. Hereby, we model the quantum dots as e
tronic disks with a capacitanceC58e0e r r e (e r>12.8 in
GaAs!,14 which enables us to estimate the dot radii to ber e

>90 nm in good agreement with the lithographic dimensio
seen in Fig. 1~a!. Furthermore, by using the 2DES electro
density we can assess the number of electrons in each d
be less than 50.

Most importantly, the phase diagrams of Figs. 3~a!–3~c!
yield information about the ground states of the double qu
tum dot with well-defined discrete numbers of electro
(N1 ,N2) in reference to the experimental gate voltagesV3

and V4 . Generally, along all phase boundaries the en
number of electrons can change by one enabling cha
transport through the whole device. For parallel quant
dots this is verified in the following measurements: Fig
3~d!–3~f! depict transport data on the double quantum
from Fig. 1~a! for Tbath5100 mK and zero dc bias. As ex
pected, all experimental phase diagrams show conduct
along all phase boundaries of the parallel double quan
dot. Furthermore, we were able to tune the capacitive c
pling between the dots as predicted by Eq.~2! ~see, also, Ref.
18!.

In conclusion, we introduced two-step electron-beam
thography enabling the fabrication of two parallel quantu
dots with individual source/drain contacts in a tw
dimensional electron system of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostr
ture. Cryogenic transport measurements prove functionin
the introduced spacer layer by shifting the pinch-off voltag
for the Schottky gates in a wide range. Experimental ph
diagrams demonstrate parallel connection of both dots w
the capacitance between the two quantum dots can be t
continuously.
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